ZONZINI ® - STAIR CLIMBER MOD. BUDDY & BUDDY LIFT EVOLUTION

ASCENT PROCEDURE

2.

Correct position of the feet for ASCENT (see photo to the side)

RIGHT

WRONG!!

4.
attention:

Keep the trolley with the load balanced in the right centre of
gravity and push the red “start” button.

As soon as the feet rest on the step, push
the load down slightly, so as to counteract the tiny forward
movement of the load itself (see photo to the side).

Once you have climbed the step, as soon as the two large grey
wheels are resting on the step itself, pull them until they are
resting completely against the next step (SEE THE RIGHT
WAY AT POINT NO. 3) and start from this point.

6. Important

(Only for the FOLDING BUDDY LIFT model)

When stationary NEVER leave the lifted load without an operator holding it. Remember to
always lower the load when the trolley is upright and when the load itself is not held up by an
operator; otherwise the load could overturn, creating a hazard.

NO

YES

7. attention
O n l y f o r m o d . FOLDABLE
BUDDY LIFT

8. HELPFUL ADVICE
attention
- Be careful not to inadvertently change the direction of travel (from ascent to descent or vice versa) while
going up or down a flight of stairs.
- On flat sections: to use the trolley on flat sections, it is advisable to put the two feet in the ascent position
so the load can be tilted significantly without the two feet touching the ground.

ZONZINI ® - STAIR CLIMBER MOD. BUDDY & BUDDY LIFT EVOLUTION

QUICK USER INSTRUCTIONS
Please read the complete manual of the stair climber. This document does not
replace the manual; rather it illustrates certain phases in schematic form
for quick, safe use. Operators must be trained on how to use the trolley
according to the use and maintenance manual.

DESCENT PROCEDURE

2.

Correct position of the feet for DESCENT (see photo to the side)

4.attention:
While descending, when the two large grey wheels touch the step
below, keep them RESTING against the back of the step (as shown in
the photo to the side) and wait for the two electric feet to go under
the wheels and automatically position themselves correctly for
descent.

important:

When going under the wheels, the
two feet make the trolley do a tiny “hop” and position themselves
automatically in the correct position.

6. things to never do:
NEVER push the large grey wheels BEFORE the two feet have gone under the wheels and
made the trolley “hop”.

7.

8. HELPFUL ADVICE
attention
Do not inadvertently change the direction of travel (from ascent to descent or vice versa) while going up or
down a flight of stairs.

On flat sections:
To use the trolley on flat sections, it is advisable to put the two feet in the ascent position so the load can
be tilted significantly without the two feet touching the ground.

